Downstream bioengineering of ACE chromosomes for incorporation of site-specific recombination cassettes.
Advances in mammalian artificial chromosome technology have made chromosome-based vector technology amenable to a variety of biotechnology applications including cellular protein production, genomics, and animal transgenesis. A pivotal aspect of this technology is the ability to generate artificial chromosomes de novo, transfer them to a variety of cells, and perform downstream engineering of artificial chromosomes in a tractable and rational manner. Previously, we have described an alternative artificial chromosome technology termed the ACE chromosome system, where the ACE platform chromosome contains a multitude of site-specific, recombination sites incorporated during the creation of the ACE platform chromosome. In this chapter we review a variant of the ACE chromosome technology whereby site-specific, recombination sites can be integrated into the ACE chromosome following its de novo synthesis. This variation allows insertion of user-defined, site-specific, recombination systems into an existing ACE platform chromosome. These bioengineered ACE platform chromosomes, containing user-defined recombination sites, represent an ideal circuit board to which an array of genetic factors can be plugged-in and expressed for various research and therapeutic applications.